An elementary theory is developed of a classical treatment with the 'Collective ·Motion' of many-particle systems. The fundamental concept of collective motion can be reduced into a certain transformation property of Hamiltonian. Regarded as the dynamical variables, the continuous parameters of such a transformation describe the collective motion of the system, while the individual motions are partly suppressed by the same numbers of subsidiary conditions, or constraints, logically derived in, as the numbers of t1ansformation parameters. Then the general procedure of formulation is illustrated; as an example, the incompressible motion with three modes can be systematically formulated. As another example, the unified treatment is performed also with the vortex motion. The digression in the approximating procedure is also presumed. § I. Introduction 1 Recently, in treating various problems on the system of many particles, the notion ot collective motion has awakened interest among many physicists.ll-lOJ Less attention is paid there to the motion of individual particles, but more stress is laid on the organized one of the whole system. D. Bohm and D. Pines have developed such a treatment for the problem of so-called plasma oscillation in a dense gas of electrons. They indicated that their organized behaviours with lower frequency could be transferred into the behaviours of electromagnetic :field by means o. a suitable canonical transformation, and that no attention would be consequently needed to the lower frequency part of the oscillations concerning the individual particles.l2) Their theory, however, apparently relying upon the long range nature of Coulomb forces, seems difficult to be applied to other important cases with the different nature of forces.
Recently, in treating various problems on the system of many particles, the notion ot collective motion has awakened interest among many physicists.ll-lOJ Less attention is paid there to the motion of individual particles, but more stress is laid on the organized one of the whole system. D. Bohm and D. Pines have developed such a treatment for the problem of so-called plasma oscillation in a dense gas of electrons. They indicated that their organized behaviours with lower frequency could be transferred into the behaviours of electromagnetic :field by means o. a suitable canonical transformation, and that no attention would be consequently needed to the lower frequency part of the oscillations concerning the individual particles.l2) Their theory, however, apparently relying upon the long range nature of Coulomb forces, seems difficult to be applied to other important cases with the different nature of forces.
It is well-known that there is a sort or collective motion also in nuclear systems where the forces have no more long range nature. By the fundamental standpoint of Bohm' s theory we can understand the possibility of transfers of part of the particle motion into the respondent motions of auxiliary quantities such as the electromagnetic :field. This concept can be applied by an appropriate generalization in spite of the different nature of force range, e.g., to the problems of nuclear structure.
Tomonaga has investigated the similar problem independently from a quite different point of view 13 J. His method is a natural generalization of the separation of the translational motion from the relative -motion with respect to thecentre-of-mass. Corresponding to the c.m. co-ordinate, some co-ordinates have been introduced as derived from a sort of the velocity potential of irrotational fluid for a certain mode of collective motion. Thus there are two stand-points : one, some auxiliary co-ordinates enter into the formalism as in Bohm's investigation, another, no such co-ordinates are used as in Tomonaga's work.
We want to follow the former stand-point by the general, classical way. The auxiliary co-ordinates describing the classical collective motions, (we do not here include such as spin wave), are introduced. by means of continuous point transformations. For instance, the quantity to describe the c.m. motions is introduced as the parameters of space-transformation. This circumstance will be discussed in § 2. Similar procedure will appear in § 3 in the treatment of a simple incompressible motion in two dimensions. The results are generalised. in § 4 . In this treatment a number of new variables are introduced, and therefore the same number of subsidiary conditions have to be imposed among the variables to suppress the redundant degrees of &eedom. They are automatically brought into the formalism by the generalized. gauge condition of the modified Lagrange function. The relation to the hydrodynamics is investigated in § 5. We have the most manageable expressions in § 6 to take out the collective modes of the system. Then rather stringent constraints are put thereby instead of the prescribed subsidiary conditions by means of the principle of stiffening. Such variables formally introduced have, however, not always the physical significance. We have to take into account the statistical aspects, and post~late a requirement for the adiabatic approximation and so on ; these are discussed in· § 7. In the final results we have a number of Pfaffian constraints. Our theory may be related to Miyazima's theory of irrotational fluid model when these Pfaffians are integrable. Even though any of them are not integrable, a unified. treatment is possible. In the hydrodynamical words, this corresponds to the vortex motion. These circumstances are illustr~ed by an example of rigid rotator in two dimensions ; also a two-dimensional incompressible motion with three modes is analysed. according to the general procedure in § 8.
We worked only in the classical domain because of lack of our knowledge for the quantization with respect to the quantities spanning a nonlinear topological space. In general, the collective variables introduced by such a way do not span the linear vector space,-even not the curvilinear one-, in which the usual quantization is available. § 2. Center of mass The notion . of centre-of-mass is one of the simplest and the most familiar ones of the collective motion in a many-particle system. Usually the c.m. motion is described by a co-ordinate canonically conjugate to the total linear momentum, but it may also be introduced by means of auxiliary variables. By way of illustration of our general procedure, we shall first explain how to introduce the notion of centre-of-mass for the case of N particles moving on a straight line in a seemingly roundabout manner which, however, is suitable for the generalization to more complicated modes.
( l) Let the Lagrangian of the particle system be (2·1) x1 is the co-ordinate of the i-th particle, referred to a fixed origin, but we shall now refer a may be used to represent a prescribed motion, but it may also be regarded as a redundant dynamical variable independent of the particle co-ordinates x,. In the latter interpretation the canonical conjugates of x, and a are interrelated by an identity (2 ·4) which prevents a straight-forward transformation to the canonical system. As has been shown by Rosenfeld in the similar case of electrodynamics, we may nevertheless proceed to set up a canonical system by introducing the canonical conjugates p, of x, and fi of a, and by regarding the above-mentioned identity as a subsidiary condition for momenta : 14 
The Hamiltonian is determined up to a term v¢ containing a completely arbitrary factor v :
We get from this Hamiltonian as equations of motion dx;jdt=p;/M-v.
They contain an arbitrary velocity v. Summing them up, we get 2J dx;j dt= 2j p;jM-Nv =fi/M-Nv. ( 
·8)
Now we want to specify our arbitrary v to be equal to fijNM, so that the sum of particle velocities vanishes, 2Jdx;jdt=O; (2Jx.=const.), (2·9) .
by which relation the variable a is identified with the c.m. co-ordinate. By this choice our Hamiltonian becomes
with a subsidiary condition: (2·14) (2) We may stop here. The consideration of more complicated cases motivates, however, a further transformation. We have suppressed the excessive degree of freedom introduced as the collective variables a, fi by means of subsidiary condition ~ = 0 (2 · 13).
By a subsidiary condition ~=0 we understand a relation conserved in the temporal development of the system: that is, such a relation ~=0 that [H, ~]=0. Then it is sufficient to give the quantity the value ' ~ = 0 ' at one epoch. At least in the classical mechanics (possibly also in the quantum mechanics) there is another way of suppressing excessive degrees of freedom. This is a kin::matical condition, a constraint as opposed to the above dynamical condition. We can anticipate this kinematical condition in the form that the "centre-of-mass" co-ordinate ~X, of the internal ,individual motion is at rest,-is fixed at the origin, say.
we have seen in the above that the kinematical ~ xi = 0 is a consequence of the dynamical condition ~P,=O if the Hamiltonian H11 is given by (2·12). Now we want to subject our system to the kinematical constraint 2J dX,=O. Generally speaking, this requires an additional, passive force of constraint to be included in the Hamiltonian H--7li* = H11 + u 2J X, where u is a measure of that passive force. The resulting equations of motion, however,
make u vanish together with the imposed constraint 2JX,=NR0• It will be seen also thac 2JP1 =0 is a consequence of 2JX1=NR0(const.). After we have confirmed that our mechanical system is equivalent to the system with the Hamiltonian (2 ·12) and is subject to, the constraint , (2 · 14) *, we try our final transformation in order to get a manageable form of the Hamiltonian. Such a transformation consists, so to speak, in geti:ing back the original variable a, fi instead of A, B. is concerned with it. We shall, however, omit the detailed explanation with respect to this reduction of redundant degrees of freeqo!J:l from the Hamiltonian system ; it will be done in: a more systematic way in Appendix II: Vn(x,+a) =g :2J x,+Nga, (2 ·20) and (iii) if, besides above-mentioned two types of potentials, there is another potential energy expressed as a symmetric sum of . the square of the co-ordinates : (2·12) (In. the case where the masses .of the particles are different from each other, the symmetric ,:;urn of (ii) & (iii) must be replaced by the mass-weighted sum.) If the particles are '&ubject to external forces other than those of (ii) & (iii), the notion of center-of-mass hecomes more or less approximate. Later we shall be concerned with the point a little.
(See § 7).
In retrospect we see that the centre-of-mass has been introduced by subjecting each and every particle the same and arbitrary translation a, and by treating this a as a new degree of freedom of the system. This suggests that a large class of collective motion would be described by a continuous group of transformations on the variables of particles. § 3. Two dimensional incompressible and irrotational flow of particles Let us investigate the problem of the EO-called incompressible fluid model before proceeding to the general theory. For simplicity we shall operate in two dimensions though the three-dimensional case would be more important for nuclear physicists in regard to Bohr's ellipsoidal oscillations of nuclei. A tWo-dimensional incompressible motion will be considered by the presumed corresponding linear unimodular transformation :
The parameters a 1 
together with the subsidiary condition to be free from B by virtue of (3 · 5) :
' ¢ = 2j(X,P;-YiP~) =0. In contrast to the c.m. case, the collective and the individual terms are not seperated in the Hamiltonian (3 ·12). The first term, 'The particle kinetic energy term', contains the collective variables a, and the second, ' The collective kinetic energy term ', contains the individual particle variables X's and Y's. More advanced considerations will be required for the practical separation of these terms. It will be discussed later in § 7. continuous transformation with r parameters to correspond to .r modes o_ a certain collective motion. In the beginning we have the Hamiltonian of a many-particle system in terms of barred variables x and p, called hereafter "The particle representation" or (P) in short ; after the first transformation, we have the Hamiltonian in terms of unbarred variables x and p; called " The first representation " or (I).
The point transformation from (P) to (I) is given as where e are arbitrary infinitesimal functions of time.
The Lagrangian L of the many-particle system is defined as the function of barred variables and their velocities; i.e., in terms of (P) variables, 
The right-hand side of (5·4) can be integrrted in some cases where Ar=O, but cannot be in other cases where Ap#O. We call the one' vortex case', and the other' irrotational'
case ; either of our preceding the examples falls into the latter category. In the vortex case a sort of vortex motion will be observed on the flow of the many-particle system.
In general AP and M are not uniquely defined, but they may be restricted by a condition such as f1 Apf1M=o. § 6. Collective representation (Principle of stiffening)
The first representation will not be suitable. 
so that ~P may tum into the form free from B' s. The conditions ( 6 · 2) are, however, too week to determine the concrete functional forms of A's because their only requirement is that A's should never depend on x's and a's but only through :X's. The second restriction for A's is that the transformation a ~ A should be unique and reversible; namely,
We can solve A=A(x, a) with respect to a's once the A(x, a)'s are set up, and a=a(x, A)· satisfies 2J A~(x1)aaa;axf+G~(a) =0. It is understood that the old variables -are all expressed in terms of the new ones.
In the third ·place it is expected the functional form of-A!s to be so ·constructed_ .aS' to enable the third term of (6 · 6) to amalgamate the fourth. The partial derivatives-of A's are written in the form ( 6· 7) where r is the ground metric tensor of a-space, IC is a suitable proportional factor, and A~' is a remainder that cannot be expressed in an analogous form. At a=O rap is equal to ;;op.
In solving (6• 7) as· regards A 0 we may operate at the origin of a-space where X=x=x, because there appear none of a-derivatives, and because A's are dependent only on x's.
Thus we obtain (6· 7)'
Here we may relax our exertions to the positions of indices.
On more somewhat categorical statement on A ( Xc, a)'s is that they are assumed to be ,symmetric functions with respect to the co-ordinates of particles.
According to the discussion appeared in § 5 there hold the identities Aa~'-(x)= fH/Jafax.,.+Aa(x)aMjiJx~'-.
So we obtain (6·8)
No.,. is identified with A~~'-=IC(aAoJax~'-;)M(x1).
(6·9)
Then the third term of ( 6 · 6) becomes (6. 10) The former term of (6 ·10) amalgamates into ' io, and the latter, together with such a kind of terms arising from (Ij2M)2,J(iJNjiJxi.,.)gl-'~(aNjax~)BaBp of (6·6), transmutes P' s in its first term to Tentatively add the terms of passive forces, whether holonomic or riot, to the equations of motion with certain measures of those forces ua, and (6 ·15) are obtained. ( 6 · 15) and ( 6 · 14) show that ua should be equal to naught. Every term of these passive forces vanishes. Our new dynamical system is, even in general, equivalent to the original one.
By putting the generating function to be Hitherto we have not much concerned ourselves with the. question of physical correspondence, but only with the mathematical introduction of variables to describe certain modes of colle.c:tive motion by suitable continuous transformation. All of such introduced variables, however, do . not necessarily possess the physical significance. They would be conditioned by some additional statements related to the approximation procedures so as to be physical notions. Fundamentally the collective motion as a physical conception may be anticipated in the following cases: (i) There may happen to be sufficient n~bers of integrals of motion containing only the ·variables a's and fi's. Especially it will be the most favourable case if the (C) -Hamiltonian is divided into two terms as H 1 (x, p) + ~ (a, fi).
Then the collective motion can be treated completely independently of individual motion. · (ii) Besides such an ideal case even interferences between these two motions may he allowed so far as they are sufficiently small. In such a case we can often appeal to the so-called adiabatic approximations. Similarly the genuine r~P can often be effectively replaced by r:ap independent of x's· under an analogous condition. It seems, however, too severe. Some advanced considerations will be necessary to proceed further. The quantity F~P is a natural generalization of the tensor of inertia, appeared also in the Tomonaga's work. F"P is almost proportional to ljN. To the zeroth approximation Tc is dropped when an adiabatic approximation can be applied. Just as in the theory of m;)lecules first we solve the equations of motion by a reduce& Hamiltonian H U"t (a) is variable with the initial conditions, while Uc (a) is independent of them. The ideal case will occur if oU;joa=O holds everywhere in the a-space, and then the collective-motion induced by a is well-defined. The three criteria for V at the end of § 2 fall into such a case. Otherwise, only in the neighbourhood of the extrema of U1 it will be well-defined. So as to respond to a stable collective motion these extrema must be minimum, the minimum points of Uc must be sufficiently near these points, and the curvature of Ui at these points must be flat compared to that of Uc. To avoid the ambiguities concerning the determination of Uc requires to consider some statistical concepts such as the equilibrium state of the system and so on.
As an example l~t us treat the case of § 3 assuming the forms of V such as. holds as a good approximation. Further provided that every particle is in the vicinity of the equilibrium point; i.e., the system is in the lower energy equilibrium state, then we have in consequence of short range nature of forces where T'', the moment of inertia, is given by
The third term of ( 8 · for a large value of N. And approximately
is used in place of the collective kinetic energy Tc. The structure constant C is C12 3 = C?:/= C13 2 = -C21 3 = -C3/ = -C3/=2, other elements=O.
Consequently the algebraic relations for L's are deduced, where
La= aofds-(a,(j2-a2(jl). We have developed the general theory o. collective motion by using the auxiliary variables. The properties of collective motions are attributed to the properties of transformations ; that is, the auxiliary variables to describe a certain collective mode of motion first enter as transformation parameters. Consequently several subsidiary conditions have been introduced systematically. These are dealt along the· group ·theoretical way. The conditions are replaced by the same numbers of Pfaffian constraints in (C) , the final repr~sent ation. If any of these Pfaffians are expressed in the integrated forms, our theory is equivalent to the theory of Miyazima and other authors. The Pfaff's form is, however, not always integrable.
Our consideration .contains such a more general case with nonintegrable constraints, viz. ' vortex cases '.
We have only to find the quantities g, !', A and C in order to write down the (C) -Hamiltonian from the given (P) -Hamiltonian if a suitable transformation is imagined concerning a mode of collective motion. It is a point that the theory simplifies the treatments very much. On the other hand the unavoidable constraints make complexity apparently. They are, however, not so much impor~ant when N is large compared with r, practically. In order to have a long life-time of the proposed collective motion the transformation property of Hamiltonian plays an important part : for example, the collective motion, as introduced, will have a good physical significance if the transformed Hamiltonian can be treated by means of the adiabatic approximation. The goodness of the approximation brings the physical significance of the collective motion.
Such a treatment may be applied also to the field theory. Some additional fields will be derived by a certain generalized gauge transformation corresponding to the transformation ( 4 · 1) . The excessive fields, appeared in the works of Yang and Mills and of Utiyama, will get thus a certain physical meaning. 21 l 22 l The auther should like to express his thanks to Professors K. Husimi, S. Tomonaga, T. Miyazima, Drs. T. Nisiyama and T. Marumori, for their valuable discussions;~ particularly to Prof. Husimi for his detailed advices and encouragements through about half a year for revision. In addition he also should like to manifest many thanks to the authorities of the Research Institute for Fundamental Physics, Kyoto University who had given us much convenience for this work.
Appendix I.
Group theoretical properties of continuous transformation
Let the set of transformations that removes x" to x~'-by (A·1) be an r-parameter (a") continuous group defined over x-space. We can obtain the differential equations that [II-would satisfy as functions of a". where rp"(a) tends to -a" witli a"~O, and define the composition function sc>"(a, a') by 
In the final representation (C) we have r differential forms as constraint for the variables of individual particles, xf.
They are conventionally taken into account by modifYing the equations of motion by means of additional passive forces. They will, however, be introduced logically by altering the meanings of differentiation operation. This concept makes easier to quantize the internal system.
The idea lies in modifying the Poisson bracket afrer the manner of P.A.M. Dirac. 
